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and §Dipartimento di Fisica, CNR-INFM-SOFT, Universita’ di Roma ‘‘La Sapienza’’, Rome, ItalyABSTRACT The inﬂuence of the cell shape on the dielectric and conductometric properties of biological cell suspensions has
been investigated from a theoretical point of view presenting an analytical solution of the electrostatic problem in the case of
prolate and oblate spheroidal geometries. The model, which extends to spheroidal geometries the approach developed by other
researchers in the case of a spherical geometry, takes explicitly into account the charge distributions at the cell membrane inter-
faces. The presence of these charge distributions, which govern the trans-membrane potential DV, produces composite dielec-
tric spectra with two contiguous relaxation processes, known as the a-dispersion and the b-dispersion. By using this approach,
we present a series of dielectric spectra for different values of the different electrical parameters (the permittivity 3 and the elec-
trical conductivity s, together with the surface conductivity g due to the surface charge distribution) that deﬁne the whole behavior
of the system. In particular, we analyze the interplay between the parameters governing the a-dispersion and those inﬂuencing
the b-dispersion. Even if these relaxation processes generally occur in well-separated frequency ranges, it is worth noting that,
for certain values of the membrane conductivity, the high-frequency dispersion attributed to the Maxwell-Wagner effect is inﬂu-
enced not only by the bulk electrical parameters of the different adjacent media, but also by the surface conductivity at the two
membrane interfaces.INTRODUCTIONThe dielectric properties of biological cell suspensions have
been widely investigated since the beginning of the last
century (1) and different theoretical approaches, more or
less sophisticated, have been so far developed (2–6).
Under the influence of an external electric field, a biolog-
ical cell suspension, being a rather complex system, presents
different polarization mechanisms. Each of them produces
a dielectric dispersion in an appropriate frequency range,
generally characterized by two different dielectric parame-
ters, the dielectric strength De and the relaxation time t.
The three main dielectric responses, by now universally
known as a-, b-, and g-dispersions, take origin from the elec-
trical polarization that occurs in different regions of the
system. The first one of these, named a-dispersion, is due
to the ionic character of both the cytoplasm and the extracel-
lular medium which is, at last, responsible for the polariza-
tion of the ionic atmosphere around the cell surface and/or
of the presence of the surface conductivity, which causes
a surface electrical current. The second one originates from
the polarization due to the mismatch of the electrical proper-
ties (the permittivity e and the electrical conductivity s) at the
cell membrane-external medium interfaces, giving rise to the
well-known Maxwell-Wagner effect (7), while the third one,
falling at high frequencies of ~20 GHz, originates from the
orientational polarization of the water molecules of the
aqueous phase. However, we will place more emphasis on
the a- and b-dispersions, which represent the main andSubmitted January 22, 2010, and accepted for publication April 5, 2010.
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a biological cell suspension.
Although for spherical and ellipsoidal geometries, analyt-
ical solutions of the dielectric models (both for single shell
and double shell) have been proposed and widely employed
(2,4,5), no closed form solution exists in the case of more
complex geometries as, for example, those occurring during
cell division cycles. Various numerical methods, ranging
from finite difference methods (8) and finite element
methods (9) to boundary element methods (10), have been
proposed.
However, also in the case of spherical or ellipsoidal geom-
etries, the approaches are based essentially on the solution of
the Laplace equation V2J ¼ 0 or of the Poisson equation
V2J ¼ –4pr/e, when a bulk charge distribution r must be
taken into account. In these approaches, the presence of
a surface charge density at both the membrane interfaces,
with the consequent presence of surface currents, is generally
ignored, preventing the possibility of investigating the low
frequency region of the dielectric spectrum, where the
so-called a-dispersion occurs.
On the other hand, the presence of a membrane potential
in living cells allows a charged double layer at the membrane
interface to exist. Its polarization, under the influence of an
external electric field, gives rise to extremely large dielectric
response. These effects appear at low frequencies, generally
below 10–100 kHz.
Recently, Prodan et al. (11) have developed a model that
takes into account the presence of a charge distribution at
both the cell membrane interfaces. In the case of spherical
cells, these authors have given an analytical solution fordoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.04.006
164 Di Biasio et al.the dielectric response, which accounts for both the a- and
b-dispersions.
This analytical solution is confined, however, to spherical
cells. While, on one side, this closed form solution represents
a valuable contribution to the understanding of the dielectric
spectra in the presence of both the a- and b-dispersions, on
the other side, the limitation to spherical cells represents
a heavy restriction of it. In fact, most of the biological cells
have a geometry that deviates from a spherical geometry. For
example, consider the most common cases—erythrocyte
cells (which are generally modeled as oblate ellipsoids
(12,13), with semiaxes a0 ¼ 4.1 mm and b0 ¼ 1.2 mm) and
bacteria (which can take much more complicated shapes as
cylindrical rods (14)). In the case of erythrocyte cells, the
effects of shape on the profile of the b-dispersion and on
the evaluation of the passive electrical parameters of the
cell membrane have been recently investigated (15,16),
neglecting in any case the influence of surface charge distri-
butions at the membrane interfaces.
Although the membrane conductivity is much lower than the
conductivity of the adjacent media (values of ~106 mho/m
in comparison with 101–102 mho/m of the cytosol and extra-
cellular medium), its influence on the shape of the dielectric
response is any case appreciable, and the assumption made
by Prodan et al. (11) slightly restricts the relevance of their
results.
In the case of nonspherical cell suspensions, an analytical
solution can be found applying the spectral representation
theory (17), which is a rigorous mathematical formalism of
the effective dielectric constant of a two-phase material.
This method offers the advantage of the separation of the
electrical parameters (i.e., the permittivities and the electrical
conductivities) from the parameters that describe the shape
of the cell. This approach has been adopted by Lei et al.
(18) and by Gao et al. (19) and, more recently, by Gonchar-
enko and Chang (20), who considered an integral form of the
spectral representation.
However, these approaches, together with the others
previously mentioned, do not take into account the charge
distribution close to the membrane interface, so that these
theories describe the b-dispersion, ignoring the presence of
the low-frequency dispersion (a-dispersion).
In this work, we have extended the model of Prodan et al.
(11) to nonspherical cells, in particular to ellipsoidal cells,
both for prolate and oblate shape. We have derived, in
a closed form and in a unified way, the general analytical
solution of the dielectric problem of a biological cell suspen-
sion in the presence of both the a- and b-dispersions, without
the restriction of negligible small membrane conductivity.
This solution offers the possibility of investigating the
effects of different structural (permittivity and electrical
conductivity) and morphological (cell geometry and cell
shape) parameters on the dielectric response of a cell sus-
pension. This makes it evident that the low-frequency relax-
ation is, for the most part, originated by the surface chargeBiophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174density at the outer membrane interface or, at a macroscopic
level, as suggested by Prodan et al. (11), by the membrane
potential DV.
Moreover, even if from an experimental point of view, the
measurement of the a-dispersion in highly conductivity
suspensions, such as biological cell suspensions, is rather
difficult; its influence on the b-dispersion, especially in the
case of a partial overlap, remains somewhat unclear. Our
solution, taking specifically into account the simultaneous
presence of both these dispersions, allows us to provide
the electrical parameters of the b-dispersion with a great
accuracy.THEORY
Let us consider a collection of spheroidal particles character-
ized by a complex dielectric constant e2*(u) ¼ e2 þ s2/(ievu)
covered by a confocal shell characterized by a complex
dielectric constant e1*(u) ¼ e1 þ s1/(ievu) uniformly sus-
pended in a continuous aqueous phase characterized by
a complex dielectric constant e0*(u) ¼ e0 þ s0/(ievu), under
the influence of an external electric field of angular
frequency u. Here, ei and si (i ¼ 0, 1, 2) are the permittivity
and the electrical conductivity, respectively and ev is the
dielectric constant of free space. This system represents an
appropriate model, from a dielectric point of view, of a bio-
logical cell suspension (21), where, for the particle models of
the cytosol, the shell represents the cell membrane and the
aqueous phase represents the extracellular medium.
In the light of the mean-field approximation (22,23), the
complex dielectric constant e*(u) of the biological cell
suspension is given by
eðuÞ ¼ e0ðuÞ

1 þ FaðuÞ
1  FaðuÞ=3

; (1)
where F is the volume fraction (F ¼ Nvp/V, with vp the
volume of each particle at the concentration N/V) and a(u)
is the frequency-dependent polarizability given by
aðuÞ ¼ 1
4pE20V
Z
V

eðuÞ  e0ðuÞ
e0ðuÞ

~E0h~EidV; (2)
where ~E is the total electric field acting on the cell, ~E0 is the
external electric field, and the brackets h.i indicate the
average over all orientation of the nonspherical cell.
Although Eq. 1 has been derived for spherical particles in
the limit F << 1, it can be employed for nonspherical parti-
cles too, provided that the fractional volumes are maintained
moderately low. Equations 1 and 2 represent the solution of
the dielectric problem that is now brought back to the calcu-
lation of the electrical polarizability a(u).
To do this, it is necessary to examine thoroughly the bio-
logical cell model. We will follow the rather general assump-
tions made by Prodan et al. (11), who, besides describing the
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consider the ion distributions close to the two membrane
faces Sk (k ¼ 1,2), which are modeled by means of two
superficial charge distributions rk (k ¼ 1,2), at the outer
(suffix 1) and inner (suffix 2) membrane surface. The nota-
tion and the mathematical development are organized so as
to correspond to those presented by Prodan et al. (11) in
the case of spherical cells.
Under the influence of the external electric field
~E ¼ VJ, the charge distributions generate superficial
current densities~Jsup given by
~Jsup;k ¼ gk V
/
Sk J Dk V
/
Sk rkðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; (3)
where gk and Dk are the superficial electrical conductivity
and the ion diffusion coefficient, respectively. Under the
assumption of small externally applied electric fields, the
conductivities gk are directly proportional to the charge
distribution rk through the mobilities uk of the bound charges
at the two membrane interfaces
gk ¼ ukrk: (4)
Moreover, the electric potentialJð~rÞ, in addition to being
continuous at the two membrane interfaces, must satisfy the
couple of conditions deriving from the continuity of the
displacement current at the two membrane interfaces
ek1

vJk1
vr

~nk
ek

vJk
vr

~nk
¼ rkðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; (5)
where~nk represents the normal at the two interfaces.
Finally, the electrostatic potentialJð~rÞ, making use of the
single layer expression, is given by
Jð~r 0Þ ¼ zE0 þ 1
4p
Z Z
S1
r1ð~r 0Þ
j~r ~r 0jdSr0
þ 1
4p
Z Z
S2
r2ð~r 0Þ
j~r ~r 0jdSr0 ; (6)
where r1 and r2 represent the charge distributions at the two
interfaces. Equations 1–6 represent the complete set of equa-
tions of the electrostatic problem.
By expanding the distributions rk in spherical harmonic
functions, Prodan et al. (11) furnished an analytical solution
for a spherical geometry of the dielectric relaxation in a
biological cell suspension, in the presence of bound distribu-
tions of ions at the membrane interface. These authors
succeeded in producing the whole dielectric (and conducto-
metric) spectrum of a biological cell suspension in the
presence of both the two main dielectric effects. This was
due to the heterogeneity of the system (the Maxwell-Wagner
effect, the b-dispersion) for the first, and to the surface
charge distribution at the membrane interface (the a-disper-
sion) for the second.In our work, following the basic assumptions of the model
of Prodan et al. (11), we present a generalization of their
approach, when the cell shape deviates from a spherical
geometry. This generalization is quite necessary, as most
of the biological cells present a geometry more complex
than a spherical geometry. Their shape varies from ellip-
soids, discoids, pear-shaped vesicles, and cup-shaped vesi-
cles to budded vesicles, which model a biological cell during
different processes of biological relevance.The analytical solution for prolate spheroids
To extend the above stated model to nonspherical cells, we
will start with a prolate ellipsoidal particle with semiaxes
a0 > b0 ¼ c0. To do this, it is convenient to introduce a set
of spheroidal coordinates (x, h, and f),
x ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1ð1  h2Þq cosf;
y ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1ð1  h2Þq sinf;
z ¼ cxh;
(7)
defined in the intervals 1% x <N, –1% h% 1, and 0%
f % 2p. In this system, the surface x ¼ cost is a prolate
spheroid with interfocal distance c, major axis a0 ¼ cx,
and minor axis
b0 ¼ c0 ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
q
:
Moreover, in this coordinate system, the elemental
displacement d~r and the surface element dS are given by
d~rhdxbi þ dybj þ dzbk ¼ hxbexdx þ hhbehdh
þ hfbefdf; (8)
dS ¼ hhhfdhdf ¼ c2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  h2
q
dhdf; (9)
where the metric coefficients h are defined as
hx ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  h2
x2  1
s
; hh ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  h2
1  h2
s
; hf
¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1ð1  h2Þq : (10)
While Eq. 6 maintains its formal expression also in a prolate
ellipsoidal geometry, with the only change of –zE0 in the one
more general expression
~r  ~E ¼ xEx  yEy  zEz;
in Eq. 3, the operator V
/
S takes the formV
/
S ¼

v
vh

1  h2 v
vh

þ 1
c2

x2  1ð1  h2Þ v
2
vf2

;
(11)Biophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174
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ek1

1
hx
vFk1
vx

xk
ek

1
hx
vFk
vx

xk
¼ rkðk ¼ 1; 2Þ: (12)
The potential expansion
To obtain an analytical expression for the potential J(x, h,
f), it is useful to describe the term j~r ~r0 j1 of Eq. 6 by
means of an orthonormal set of functions defined on the
surface S with spheroidal harmonics
flmðh;fÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2l þ 1Þðl mÞ!
2ðl þ mÞ!
s
Pml ðhÞ
eimfﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p ; (13)
where Pml(h) are the associated Legendre polynomials of the
first class of order l and degree m (24), which satisfy the
orthonormalization condition
	
flmfl 0m0

 ¼ Z Z flmðh;fÞfl 0m0 ðh;fÞdU ¼ dll 0 dmm0 ; (14)
where dU ¼ dhdf is the solid angle in spheroidal coordi-
nates, d is the Kro¨necker symbol, and f is the conjugate func-
tion of f.
We obtain
1
j~r ~r0 j
¼ 4p
c
XN
l¼ 1
Xl
m¼l
nlm

x; x
0

flmðh;fÞflm

h
0
;f
0
; (15)
where
nlm

x; x
0

¼ 1
2l þ 1
bQml ðxÞPml x0 ¼ nþlmx; x0 x > x0bQml x0Pml ðxÞ ¼ nlmx; x0 x0 > x
and where the upper term is used when x > x0 and the lower
when x < x0. The functions bQml ðxÞ are defined by
bQml ðxÞ ¼ ð1Þmðl mÞ!ðl mÞ!

Qml ðxÞ; (16)
where Ql
m(x) are the Legendre polynomials of second class
of order l and degree m (24).
Moreover, we must consider that, differently to what
happens in spherical coordinates, on the surfaces xk ¼ const,
the term rkdSk (k ¼ 1,2) (Eq. 9) depends on the angular
coordinates and it can be expanded in terms of the Legendre
polynomials, according to the expression
rkdSk ¼ c2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2k  1
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2k  h2
q
rkdhdf
¼
XN
l¼ 0
Xl
m¼l
plmðxkÞflmðh;fÞdhdf: (17)Biophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174Substituting Eqs. 15 and 17, the potential J(x, h, f)
(Eq. 6) becomes
Jðx; h;fÞ ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  h2
p 
cosfEx þ sinfEy

 cxhEz þ 1
c
XN
l¼ 0
Xl
m¼l
"X2
k¼ 1
nð1Þ
k
p
ðkÞ
lm
#
fl;mðh;fÞ:
(18)
By introducing the field parameters
Eþ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8p
3
r 
Ex þ iEy
2

;
E ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8p
3
r 
Ex  iEy
2

;
Ejj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8p
3
r
Ez;
(19)
the final expression for the potential J(x, h, f) takes the
form
Jðx; h;fÞ ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
q 
Eþ f1;1ðh;fÞ þ Ef1;1ðh;fÞ

 cxEjjf1;0ðh;fÞ þ c
XN
l¼ 0
Xl
m¼l
h
nðx; x1Þpð1Þlm
þ nþ ðx; x2Þpð2Þlm
i
fl;mðh;fÞ:
(20)
The electrostatic problem is thus reduced to the determina-
tion of the coefficients plm
(k) (k ¼ 1, 2), which defines the
potentialJ(x, h, f), whose knowledge allows us to calculate
the polarizability a (Eq. 2) and consequently the whole
dielectric response (Eq. 1).
To this end, we must go back to Eqs. 3 and 4, which define
the charge distribution at the two membrane interfaces. Anal-
ogous to what was previously done, we expand the charge
density rk in terms of Legendre polynomials with coeffi-
cients qlm(xk). This expansion is made easier by taking into
account that, in spheroidal geometry, the following proper-
ties hold as
V2Sk flmðh;fÞ ¼ 
l
ðkÞ
l;m
c2

x2k  h2
flmðh;fÞ; (21)
where
l
ðkÞ
lm ¼ lðl þ 1Þ 
m2
x2k  1
: (22)
Substitution of Eq. 20 in Eq. 3, taking into account Eq. 21,
yields XN
l¼ 1
Xl
m¼l

1
c
slmðxkÞ  ulmðxkÞ

l
ðkÞ
lm gk
¼ 

l
ðkÞ
lm Dk þ iuc2x2kQðkÞlm

q
ðkÞ
lm ; (23)
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Q
ðkÞ
lm ¼ 1 
1
x2k
Z1
1
h2
bPml 2dh: (24)
Analogously, substitution of Eq. 20 in Eq. 12, and taking
into account Eq. 21, yields
XN
l¼ 1
Xl
m¼l
"
ek1 ek
vulm
vx

xk
þ 1
c2
X2
j¼ 1
G
ðkjÞ
lm p
ðkÞ
lm
#
¼ qðkÞlm IðkÞlm ;
(25)
where
G
ðkjÞ
lm ¼
ek1

vn
þ j
lm
vx

xk
ek

vn
j
lm
vx

xk
j ¼ k
ek1

vn
þ j
lm
vx

xk
ek

vn
j
lm
vx

xk
jsk
and
I
ðkÞ
lm ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2i  1
q Z1
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2k  h2
q bPml ðhÞ2dh: (26)
This system can be reduced to the simple form of
X2
j¼ 1
Rkjlmp
ðjÞ
lm ¼ uðkÞlm lðkÞlm gk þ
a
ðkÞ
lm
c

ek1  ek
vulm
vx

xk
; (27)
where
Rkjlm ¼
1
c
n
ð1Þj
lm

xk; xj

l
ðkÞ
lm gk 
a
ðkÞ
lm
c2
Gkjlm; (28)
and
a
ðkÞ
lm ¼
lklmDk þ iuc2x2kQðkÞlm
Iklm
: (29)
The above stated systems allow us to obtain the coeffi-
cients plm
(k) for each value of the indices l and m. However,
the presence of the quantities d1l , d–1m, d0m, and d1m in the
definitions of the functions of ulm(x) implies that coefficients
different from zero occur only for l¼ 1 and m ¼ 1,0,1. For
every other values of these indices, the system becomes
homogeneous and the solution reduces to the trivial one.
Consequently, the potential depends only on the coefficients
plm
k (k¼ 1,2) with l¼ 1 and m¼1,0,1. In the next section,
we will consider in detail these three different cases.
Case l ¼ 1 and m ¼ 0
In this case, taking into account that the following identities
hold,
l
ð1Þ
10 ¼ lð2Þ10 ¼ 2; (30)0 _ 0P1ðxÞ ¼ x P1ðxÞ ¼ 1; (31)
Eq. 27 reduces to
X2
j¼ 1
Rkj10p
ðjÞ
10 ¼
h
2xkgk þ aðkÞ10

ek1  ek
i
Ejjðk ¼ 1; 2Þ:
(32)
Equation 32 can be written, by dividing each term by
b10
(k), as
X2
j¼ 1
Rkj10
b
ðkÞ
10
p j10 ¼ Ejj; (33)
where
b
ðkÞ
10 ¼ 2xkgk þ aðkÞ10

ek1  ek

(34)
and the quantities Rkj10=b
ðkÞ
10 are given by
R1110
b
ð1Þ
10
¼
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2
2g1cx1  að1Þ10
 
e0
_Q
0
1ðx1Þ
Q01ðx1Þ
x1 e1
!
2g1cx1  að1Þ10 ðe0  e1Þ
¼
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2
A;
(35)
R1210
b
ð1Þ
10
¼
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2
2g1cx2  að1Þ10

e0  e1
 _Q01ðx1Þ
Q01ðx1Þ
2g1cx1  að1Þ10 ðe0  e1Þ
¼
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2
B;
(36)
R2210
b
ð1Þ
10
¼
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2
Q01ðx2Þ
Q01ðx1Þ
2g1cx2  að2Þ10
 
e1
_Q
0
1ðx2Þ
Q01ðx2Þ
x2  e2
!
2g2cx2  að2Þ10 ðe1  e2Þ
¼
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2
C; (37)R2110
b
ð2Þ
10
¼
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2
D; (38)
with the functions Q1
0(x) and _Q
0
1ðxÞ defined by
Q01ðxÞ ¼
1
2
xln
x þ 1
x 1  1
_Q
0
1ðxÞ ¼
1
2
ln
x þ 1
x 1 
x
x2  1;
(39)
where the dot denotes the derivatives with respect to the
argument.
Finally, from Eq. 33, the coefficients p10
(1) and p10
(2) are
easily found to beBiophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174
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ð1Þ
10 ¼
C B
AC Bc
2 Ejj
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
p
ð2Þ
10 ¼
A 1
AC Bc
2 Ejj
~Q
0
1ðx1Þ
: (40)
In the Appendix, we will show that when c/ 0, i.e., the
prolate ellipsoid reduces to a sphere, the expressions in
Eq. 40 coincide with Eqs. 31 and 32 derived by Prodan
et al. (11) in the case of a spherical geometry.
Case l ¼ 1, m ¼ 1
In this case, taking into account that the following identities
hold,
l
ðkÞ
11 ¼ 2 þ
1
x2k  1
ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; (41)
Eq. 27 reduces to
X2
j¼ 1
RðkjÞ11 p
ðjÞ
11 ¼
264c ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃx2k 1q lðkÞ11 gk þ aðkÞ11 xkﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2k 1
q ek1  ek
375
 EhbðkÞ11 E (42)
and, following the procedure above stated in the previous
section, the constants A, B, C, and D assume the values
A ¼
l
ð1Þ
11 g1c
x21  1
x1
 að1Þ11
 
e0
_Q
1
1ðx1Þ
Q11ðx1Þ
x21  1
x1
 e1
!
l
ð1Þ
11 g1c
x21  1
x1
 að1Þ11

e0  e1
 ; (43)B ¼
l
ð1Þ
11 g1c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x21  1

x22  1
q
x1
 að1Þ11

e0  e1
 _Q11ðx1Þ
Q11ðx1Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x21  1

x22  1
q
x1
l
ð1Þ
11 g1c
x21  1
x1
 að1Þ11

e0  e1
 ; (44)C ¼ Q
1
1ðx2Þ
Q11ðx1Þ
l
ð2Þ
11 g2c
x22  1
x2
 að2Þ11
 
31
_Q
1
1ðx2Þ
Q11ðx2Þ
x22  1
x2
 e2
!
l
ð2Þ
11 g1c
x22  1
x2
 að1Þ11

e1  e2
 ;
(45)
D ¼ 1: (46)
Analogously to the previous section, the coefficients p11
(k)
assume the form
p
ð1Þ
11 ¼
C B
AC B
c2Eþ
~Q
1
1ðx1Þ
; (47)Biophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174ð2Þ A 1 c2Eþ
p11 ¼ AC B ~Q11ðx1Þ
: (48)
Case l ¼ 1, m ¼ 1
In this case, it is sufficient that the substitution of the index
m ¼ 1 by the index m ¼ –1 in all of the above expressions.
However, taking into account that
Fml ðxÞ ¼
ðl mÞ!
ðl þ mÞ!F
m
l ðxÞ; (49)
where F stands equivalently for the Legendre polynomials
P or Q, we obtain the same results as in the previous case,
as expected in a ellipsoidal prolate geometry, where two
directions are completely equivalent.The polarizability a(u)
The final step is the calculation of the polarizability a(u).
According to Eq. 2, the polarizability a(u), depending on
the product ~E0h~Ei, can be calculated through the relationship
~E ¼ VJ and the explicit expression for the electrostatic
potential J(x, h, f). In spheroidal coordinates, the electric
field ~E is given by
~E ¼ bex
hx
vJ
vx
 beh
hh
vJ
vh
 bef
hf
vJ
vf
; (50)
and the unit vector ~N has components Nx, Nh, and Nf that can
be calculated through the relationshipsbi ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1  h2
x2 h2
s
xcosfbex 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
x2  h2
s
hcosfbeh  sinfbef; (51)
bj ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1  h2
x2  h2
s
xsinfbex 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
x2  h2
s
hsinfbeh  cosfbef;
(52)
bk ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1  h2
x2  h2
s
hbex 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
x2  h2
s
xbeh  sinfbef: (53)
Consequently, the general expression for a(u), for
a generic ellipsoid of volume V and complex permittivity
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hxhhhfdxdhdf, takes the form
a ¼ 1
4pVE0
e  e0
e0
Z
V

 NxhhhfvJ
vx
 NhhxhfvJ
vh
 NfhxhhvJ
vf

dxdhdf: (54)
Equation 54 can be evaluated, without any loss of gener-
ality, separately considering the three components Ex, Ey,
and Ez along the directions bi, bj and bk . We obtain
a ¼ 1
4pV1Et
e1  e0
e0
ZV1
V2
Htdxdhdf
þ 1
4pV2Et
e2  e0
e0
ZV2
V0
Htdxdhdfðt ¼ x; y; zÞ; (55)
with
Hx ¼ c2cosf
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  h2ð1  h2Þq  vJ
vx
þ vJ
vh
!
þ c2 x
2  h2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  h2p
;
(56)
Hy ¼ c2sinf
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  h2ð1  h2Þq  vJ
vx
þ vJ
vh

þ c2 x
2  h2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  1
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  h2p
;
(57)
Hz ¼ c2sinf
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  h2ð1  h2Þq  hvJ
vx
þ xvJ
vh

:
(58)
Taking into account the expression for the potential
J(x, h, f), the integrals of Eq. 55 can be easily solved and
the final expression for the polarizabilities along the direc-
tions x, y, and z are given by
aðxÞ ¼ e

1  e0
e0
E2x
"
1  Q
0
1ðx1Þpð1Þ10
c2Ejj
#
1  V2
V1

þ e

2  e0
e0
E2z

1  Q
0
1ðx1Þ
c2Ejj
p
ð1Þ
10 
Q01ðx1Þ
c2Ejj
p
ð2Þ
10

V2
V1
;
(59)
aðyÞ ¼ e

1  e0
e0
E2y

1  Q
1
1 ðx1Þ
c2Eþ
p
ð1Þ
11

1  V2
V1

þ e

2  e0
e0
E2x

1  Q
1
1 ðx1Þ
c2Eþ
p
ð1Þ
11 
Q11 ðx1Þ
c2Eþ
p
ð2Þ
11

V2
V1
;
(60)e  e  Q1ðx Þ  V2
aðzÞ ¼ 1 0
e0
E2z 1  1 1c2E p
ð1Þ
11 1  V1
þ e

2  e0
e0
E2y

1  Q
1
1ðx1Þ
c2E
p
ð1Þ
11 
Q11ðx2Þ
c2E
p
ð2Þ
11

V2
V1
:
(61)
Equations 59–61 allow us to calculate the total polariz-
ability a(u) through the relationship
aðuÞ ¼ 1
3

aðxÞ þ aðyÞ þ aðzÞ; (62)
that, together with Eq. 1, represents the analytical solution of
the dielectric problem and allows us to obtain the dielectric
spectra containing both the a- and b-dispersion contributions
for prolate ellipsoidal cell suspensions.The analytical solution for oblate spheroids
In the case of oblate spheroids the appropriate coordinate
system is given by
x ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ 1ð1  h2Þq cosf;
y ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ 1ð1  h2Þq sinf;
z ¼ cxh;
(63)
where x goes from 0 to N and h goes from 1 to þ1. The
surface x ¼ cost > 0 are flattened spheroids of semiaxes
a0< b0¼ c0 of thickness a0¼ 2cx and radius, at the equator, of
b0 ¼ c0 ¼ c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ 1
q
:
These coordinate systems can be derived from those of the
prolate spheroids (see expressions in Eq. 7) with the substi-
tution of x with ix and c with ic. This means that, in this
case, the solution of the electrostatic problem follows an
identical line as in the prolate case with the only difference
that we need to work in the complex plane by replacing x
and c everywhere by ix and ic, respectively.
In the following, we will present spectra of the permittivity
e0(u) and the electrical conductivity s(u) in some relevant
conditions to biological cell suspensions and some of these
will be commented in the light of the dielectric model of
a biological cell.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We will present some typical spectra of the dielectric relax-
ation of biological cell suspensions calculated on the basis of
Eqs. 1 and 2, for the case of prolate and oblate spheroidal
particles.
Because the cell membrane is modeled as the shell encom-
passed by two confocal ellipsoids (both prolate and oblate),
its thickness varies from the value da0 to db0 , correspondingBiophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174
FIGURE 2 Effect of the surface conductivity g on the dielectric spectra of
the permittivity e0(u) of a prolate cell suspension (F ¼ 0.10) for different
values of the g (1010, 5  1010, 109, 5  109, 108 C/Vs, respectively),
for two values of the membrane conductivitys1 (solid lines,s1¼ 108 mho/m;
dotted lines, s1 ¼ 5  106 mho/m). The arrow marks the order of the
increasing values of the conductivityg. (Inset) Spectra of the electrical conduc-
tivity s(u). The values of the other electrical parameters are: e0 ¼ 78.5; s0 ¼
0.15 mho/m; e1 ¼ 2.5; e2¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m;D1 ¼D2¼ 108 m2/s; and
d¼ 2.5 nm. Major semiaxes¼ 5.0 106 m; minor semiaxes¼ 1.8 106 m.
The volume of the prolate spheroid is V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
170 Di Biasio et al.to the semiaxes a0 and b0, respectively. In all the simulations,
however, we have maintained constant the thickness da0
(thereafter denoted by d) to the value d ¼ 2.5 nm and have
evaluated the thickness db0 , under the condition of confocal-
ity, through the relationship
db0 ¼ b0 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b20  2a0da0  d2a0
q
: (64)
Fig. 1 shows the influence of the cell shape on the dielec-
tric spectra passing from an oblate spheroid, to a sphere up to
a prolate spheroid. The comparison has been carried out by
maintaining the volume of the cell constant to the value of
V¼ 65 mm3, corresponding to the value of a sphere of radius
R ¼ 2.5 mm, and the other geometrical and electrical param-
eters are chosen to fit the values generally encountered in
human normal erythrocyte cell (12). In all the calculations,
the volume fraction F has been maintained constant to the
value F ¼ 0.10.
As can be seen, the spectra are composed by two dielectric
dispersions, falling in two well-distinct frequency ranges, the
first of them named a-dispersion, governed mainly by the
parameters g and D, and the second one, named b-disper-
sion, governed mainly by the electrical parameters of the
adjacent dielectric media, i.e., the parameters ei and the elec-
trical conductivity si (i ¼ 0,1,2). In both cases, the shape of
the cell markedly influences the profile of the dielectric
spectra.
The attribution of the a-dispersion to the influence of the g
(and D) parameters is clearly evidenced in Fig. 2 (for prolateFIGURE 1 Effect of the cell shape on the dielectric spectra of the permit-
tivity e0(u) of a cell suspension (F ¼ 0.10) passing from a prolate spheroid
(major semiaxis from 2.5 to 4.5 mm) to a sphere (radius 2.5 mm) and to an
oblate spheroid (major semiaxis from 2.5 to 2.95 mm). The thicker line corre-
sponds to cells of spherical shape. (Inset) Corresponding spectra of the elec-
trical conductivity s(u). The values of the other electrical parameters are:
e0 ¼ 78.5; s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m; e1 ¼ 2.5; s1 ¼ 10  108 mho/m; e2 ¼
100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m; g1 ¼ g2 ¼ 109 C/Vs; D1 ¼ D2 ¼ 108 m2/s;
and d ¼ 2.5 nm. The volume of the spheroids (both prolate and oblate) is
maintained constant to the value V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
Biophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174spheroids) and in Fig. 3 (for oblate spheroids), where we
show spectra obtained by varying the parameter g from
1010 to 108 C/Vs, for two different values of the
membrane conductivity s1.FIGURE 3 Effect of the surface conductivity g on the dielectric spectra of
the permittivity e0(u) of a oblate cell suspension (F ¼ 0.10) for different
values of the g (1010, 5  1010, 109, 5  109, 1010 C/Vs, respec-
tively), for two values of the membrane conductivity s1 (solid lines, s1 ¼
108 mho/m; dotted lines, s1 ¼ 5  106 mho/m). The arrow marks the
order of the increasing values of the conductivity g. (Inset) Spectra of the
electrical conductivity s(u). The values of the other electrical parameters
are: e0 ¼ 78.5; s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m; e1 ¼ 2.5; e2 ¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m;
D1 ¼ D2 ¼ 108 m2/s; and d ¼ 2.5 nm. Major semiaxes ¼ 3.5 mm; minor
semiaxes ¼ 2.1 mm. The volume of the oblate spheroid is V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
Dielectric Behavior of Biological Cells 171In addition, these plots suggest that there is a certain
degree of correlation between the membrane conductivity
s1 (which represents the bulk value of the membrane layer)
and the surface conductivity g, which is essentially due to
the charge distribution at the two membrane interfaces.
From an experimental point of view, it is rather difficult
to extract the true permittivity from the measured (apparent)
permittivity in the low-frequency range of the spectrum
because of the electrode polarization effect. This effect,
due to the polarization of the bulk ionic distribution at
the interface between the electrode and the aqueous solu-
tion, overshadows the effect of the a-dispersion and, to
a large extent, prevents its measurement. Up to now,
different efforts (25–27) have been made to eliminate or
reduce this effect and, in this context, it is worth noting
the method proposed by Prodan and Bot (28) that repre-
sents an extension of the approach originally proposed by
Schwan (29).
Consequently, most parts of the dielectric analysis of bio-
logical cell suspensions is limited to the b-dispersion,
ignoring that, at lower frequencies, a further dielectric
dispersion (a-dispersion) occurs. Based on this approach,
the dielectric parameters associated with the cell membrane
have been generally derived.
However, this procedure may not be completely correct,
since the two dispersions, even if falling in well-separated
frequency ranges, influence each other. This aspect is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 4, where we show how the b-dispersion is
modified (both in the dielectric increment and in the relaxa-
tion time) as a consequence of the presence of the a-disper-FIGURE 4 A typical example of the influence of the a-dispersion on the
subsequent b-dispersion (dotted circle) induced by varying the value of the
surface conductivities g1 ¼ g2 from 1010 to 107 C/Vs, in the case of
prolate spheroids. (Inset) Spectra of the electrical conductivity s(u). The
values of the other electrical parameters are: e0 ¼ 78.5; s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m;
e1 ¼ 2.5; s1 ¼ 105 mho/m; e2 ¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m; and D1 ¼ D2 ¼
108 m2/s. Major semiaxes ¼ 3.0 mm; minor semiaxes ¼ 2.28 mm. The
volume of the prolate spheroid is V ¼ 65.4 mm3.sion at different strengths, due to the different values of
the parameter g. Fig. 4 refers to prolate spheroids, but the
same occurs for oblate spheroids.
An aspect of particular relevance is the influence of the
membrane conductivity s1 on the behavior of the dielectric
spectra, as far as the a- and b-dispersions are concerned.
This influence is shown in Fig. 5 (for prolate spheroids)
and in Fig. 6 (for oblate spheroids), where we present the
changes in the dielectric increments of the two dispersions,
for different values of the membrane conductivities, from
s1 ¼ 107 to s1 ¼ 2  105 mho/m. As can be seen, in
both cases, the plateau of the two dispersions is markedly
affected by the value of the membrane conductivity s1, at
least in the range investigated. This means that, from a general
point of view, dielectric spectroscopy technique can furnish
information not only on the membrane permittivity (or
equivalently on the membrane capacitance) but also on the
membrane conductivity (or, equivalently, on the membrane
conductance), even if this value is many-orders-of-magni-
tude-lower than that of the conductivity of the two adjacent
media (namely, the cytosol and the extracellular medium,
whose electrical conductivity is ~101 mho/m). In other
words, the assumption that the membrane conductivity s1 is
zero, on which various dielectric spectroscopy analyses of
biological cell suspensions are based, is too strong and not
strictly necessary.
In Fig. 7, we analyze in more detail the b-dispersion and
the influence on its profile exerted by the electrical parame-
ters of the cell membrane (e1 and s1) and of the cytosol (e2
and s2).FIGURE 5 Effect of the membrane conductivitys1 on the dielectric spectra
of prolate spheroids for different values of s1 (10
7, 106, 5  106, 105,
2  105, respectively). The arrow marks the order of the increasing values
of the membrane permittivity s1 from 10
7 to 2  105 mho/m. (Inset)
Corresponding spectra of the electrical conductivity s(u). The values of
the other electrical parameters are: e0 ¼ 78.5; s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m; e1 ¼ 2.5;
e2 ¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m; g1 ¼ g2 ¼ 109 C/V  s; and D1 ¼ D2 ¼
108 m2/s. Major semiaxes¼ 5.0mm; minor semiaxes¼ 1.8mm. The volume
of the prolate spheroid is V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
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FIGURE 6 Effect of the membrane conductivitys1 on the dielectric spectra
of oblate spheroids for different values of s1 (10
7, 106, 5  106, 105,
2  105, respectively). The arrow marks the order of the increasing values
of the membrane conductivity s1 from 10
7 to 2  105 mho/m. (Inset)
Corresponding spectra of the electrical conductivity s(u). The values of
the other electrical parameters are: e0 ¼ 78.5; s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m; e1 ¼ 2.5;
e2 ¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m; g1 ¼ g2 ¼ 109 C/V  s; and D1 ¼ D2 ¼
108 m2/s. Major semiaxes ¼ 4.0 mm; minor semiaxes ¼ 1.98 mm. The
volume of the oblate spheroid is V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
FIGURE 7 Effect of the membrane permittivity e1 on the dielectric spectra
of prolate and oblate spheroids for different values of e1 (2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5,
6.5, 7.5, respectively). The arrow marks the order of the increasing values of
the membrane permittivity e1. (Insets) Corresponding spectra of the electri-
cal conductivity s(u). The values of the other electrical parameters are:
e0 ¼ 78.5; s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m; e2 ¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m; g1 ¼ g2 ¼
109 C/V  s; and D1 ¼ D2 ¼ 108 m2/s. Major semiaxes ¼ 5.0 mm; minor
semiaxes ¼ 1.76 mm. The volume of the spheroid (both prolate and oblate) is
V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
172 Di Biasio et al.The influence of the diffusion coefficient D1 of the ions
belonging to the charge distribution at the outer membrane
interface is investigated in Fig. 8, where we report the
whole relaxation profile for three different values of D1
from 109 to 107 m2/s (30). As can be seen, whereas the
high-frequency relaxation remains practically unperturbed,
a marked effect occurs in the low-frequency dispersion,
whose dielectric increment decreases and the relaxation
frequency shifts toward higher frequencies as the value of
D1 increases.Inﬂuence of the inner surface charge density
In Fig. 9, we analyze the influence of the charge distribution
r2 at the inner membrane interface, on the observed dielectric
spectrum. We consider the case in which a- and b-disper-
sions fall in well-separated frequency ranges, so that both
the respective dielectric increments De and the relaxation
times t are easily determined. We report both the whole
dielectric spectra and the dielectric increments Dea and
Deb of the two dispersions as a function of the surface
conductivity g2. It is worth noting that this parameter, while
it exerts an effect on the a-dispersion as previously
mentioned, is of no practical influence upon the b-dispersion.
This result was expected because, as pointed out by Prodan
et al. (31), the electric field penetrates rather little inside the
cell due to the shielding effect of the outer charge distribu-
tion. These aspects have been discussed in detail by Hanai
et al. (32).Biophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174CONCLUSIONS
Based on the model previously proposed by Prodan et al.
(11) developed for a spherical geometry, we have extended
the analysis of the dielectric relaxation of biological cell
suspensions to more general geometries, including those of
prolate and oblate spheroids, in order to generalize their
treatment to a variety of cases of biological relevance. The
model takes explicitly into account, in addition to those
effects that are due to the classical Maxwell-Wagner effect
from the heterogeneity of the system, the charge distributions
at the two membrane interfaces. These charge distributions
give rise to a low-frequency dielectric relaxation process,
known as a-dispersion.
We present a series of different dielectric dispersions
including both the dielectric relaxations at lower and higher
frequencies, by varying the electrical parameters (the permit-
tivity and the electrical conductivity of the cytosol, of the cell
FIGURE 8 Effect of the diffusion coefficient D1 of the outer membrane
interface in the case of oblate and prolate spheroids. The plot shows the dielec-
tric relaxation for different values of D1 (10
9, 108, 107 m2/s, the dielectric
relaxation shifting from left to right, respectively). (Insets) Electrical conduc-
tivity s(u). The values of the other electrical parameters are: e0 ¼ 78.5;
s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m; e1 ¼ 2.5; s1 ¼ 106 mho/m; e2 ¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/
m;g1¼ 109 C/V s; andD2¼ 108 m2/s. Major semiaxes¼ 3.5mm; minor
semiaxes ¼ 2.11 mm. The volume of the ellipsoid is V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
FIGURE 9 Effect of the charge distribution of the inner membrane interface
in the case of oblate spheroids. The plot shows the dielectric relaxation for
different values of g2 (from 10
11 to 107 C/Vs). (Arrow) Order of the in-
creasing value ofg2. The values of the other electrical parameters are: e0¼ 78.5;
s0 ¼ 0.15 mho/m; e1 ¼ 2.5; s1 ¼ 108 mho/m; e2 ¼ 100; s2 ¼ 0.20 mho/m;
g1 ¼ 109 C/V  s; and D1 ¼ D2 ¼ 108 m2/s; Major semiaxes ¼ 3.5 mm;
minor semiaxes¼ 1.17mm. (Inset) Dielectric incrementsDea andDeb as a func-
tion of g2. The volume of the oblate ellipsoid is V ¼ 65.4 mm3.
Dielectric Behavior of Biological Cells 173membrane, and of the extracellular medium), which govern
the whole behavior of the cell suspension. In particular, we
observe that, although the surface charge distributions
mainly influence the low-frequency dispersion (and analo-
gously the bulk electrical parameters the dispersion at higher
frequency), a certain degree of mutual influence exists, espe-
cially for value of the membrane conductivity of ~105–
106 mho/m. This fact strongly supports, for geometries
different from spherical as in the present case, that both
surface and bulk electrical parameters can be deduced, at
least in principle, by fitting experimental data with this
model. The knowledge of the evolution of the dielectric
spectra with the progressive change in the cell shape allows
us to separate contributions derived exclusively from the
geometry, from those due to the bulk and/or interface polar-
izations. This further proves the effectiveness of dielectric
spectroscopy technique in the characterization of the passiveelectrical properties of the cell membrane in controlled
manipulations of biological systems.APPENDIX
We can check that these results reduce to the same obtained
by Prodan et al. (11) in the case of a spherical geometry.
When c/ 0, the ellipsoid reduces to a sphere of radius r.
In this case, limc/0x ¼ r=c and limc/0h ¼ cosw and the
following limits hold:
lim
c/0
Pml ðxÞ ¼
ð2lÞ!
2ll!ðl mÞ!x
l; (65)
lim
c/0
Qml ðxÞ ¼ ð1Þm
2ll!ðl þ mÞ!
ð2l þ 1Þ!
1
xlþ 1
; (66)
lim
c/0
~Q
m
l ðxÞ _P
m
l ðxÞ ¼ ð1Þmð2m þ 1Þ
 ðl mÞ!
ðl þ mÞ!
2
x2: (67)
Taking into account that
Q
ðkÞ
10 ¼ IðkÞ10 ¼ 1;
Eq. 29 reduces to
ak10 ¼ 2Dk þ iur2: (68)
Moreover, as
limx/N _Q
0
1ðxÞ=Q01ðxÞ ¼ 2;
Eqs. 36–39 reduce exactly to Eq. 32 given by Prodan et al.
(11) for the case of spherical cells.Biophysical Journal 99(1) 163–174
174 Di Biasio et al.Moreover, in the absence of a charge distribution at the
membrane interfaces, i.e., under the condition gk ¼ 0, the
present model (Eqs. 40, 47, and 48) reduces to the classical
one for shelled ellipsoids that was described by Asami et al.
(5,22). A proof of this assertion is given in detail in the
Supporting Material.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Equations are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
S0006-3495(10)00437-6.REFERENCES
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